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eighties. But their officials kept the old courses; and the rise
of the 'New Unionism5 falls beyond the period which we are now
considering.
On the other side of proletarian organization, the co-operative
movement, these sixteen years witnessed a steady growth. The
Co-operative Wholesale Society had commenced business (in
Manchester) in 1864. The profits on trading first exceeded
£5,000 in 1871; first exceeded £10,000 in 1880; and first ex-
ceeded £20,000 in i886.x Such increases reflected a correspond-
ing expansion in the trade of the affiliated retail societies.
General wages, with few and slight set-backs, had risen steadily
from 1850 to 1874. Mr. G. H. Wood, taking the chief occupa-
tions of the country together and allowing, not only for the wage-
movement in each, but for the process of labour transference
from worse-paid to better-paid trades, calculated2 that from a
base-line of a hundred in 1850 wages rose to 156 by 1874; and
that by 1886, despite the two historic slumps in the twelve-year
interval, they had not fallen lower than 148. Prices had risen
sharply between 1850 and 1856, and again between 1870
and 1873; but from the latter date their fall was very much
greater than the fall of wages, so that the mass of workers
(though not, of course, all individuals or even all trades) lived
still on a rising plane of prosperity and comfort. But they
would be less conscious of it than when the rise was visible in
money form.
Reviewing the period as a whole, it is important to realize
that in spite of the relative falling-back in the race with other
nations, the ruin of agriculture, and the dawning menace to our
export trade, this was a time of great and many-sided advance
in the nation's general standards of living. Education, at last
universal, was moving, as we shall see in our next chapter, on
many sides. Sanitation and the paving and lighting of streets
spread rapidly, and beginnings were made with slum clearance*
The actual hours of labour were shortening; and what the con-
, tinent still calls 'the English week', i.e. the half-holiday on Satur-
day, became more general. There were changes in the habit of
taking holidays; the rise of watering-places for the working-
classes in the north and midlands began in the seventies; Black-
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2	G. H, Wood, 'Real Wages and the Standard of Comfort since 1850% in Journal
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